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Abstract 
Sa, Ting. M.S., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State 
University, 2008. Object Similarity through Correlated Third-Party Objects. 
 
 
Given a pair of objects, it is of interest to know how they are related to each other 
and the strength of their similarity. Many previous studies focused on two types of 
similarity measures: The first type is based on closeness of attribute values of two given 
objects, and the second type is based on how often the two objects co-occur in 
transactions/tuples.  
In this thesis we study a new “behavior-based” similarity measure, which 
evaluates similarity between two objects by considering how similar their correlated 
“third-party” object sets are. Behavior-based similarity can help us find pairs of objects 
that have similar external functions but do not have very similar attribute values or do not 
co-occur quite often.  
 After introducing and formalizing behavior-based similarity, we give an algorithm 
to mine pairs of similar objects under this measure. We demonstrate the usefulness of our 
algorithm and this measure using experiments on several news and medical datasets. 
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1. Introduction 
Given a pair of objects, it is of interest to know how they are related to each other 
and the strength of their similarity. Similarity measures can be used in many data 
retrieval, data mining and analysis tasks. For example, we can group the objects of a 
given application into clusters based on their similarity values; clusters can provide a 
more efficient organization for retrieving information and can be used to segment patients 
into groups for improved treatment, and to segment companies or customers for 
improved business decision making, etc. 
 Many similarity measures have been proposed previously, which are often based 
on comparing the objects’ internal feature values or the objects’ co-occurrences [EJ+06, 
FK+03, HH01, TK+02]. For such measures, if the values of the internal attributes are 
close to each other or the objects often co-occur in transactions/tuples, then the objects 
are considered similar.  
 However, there exist many objects that may not have similar internal features or 
high co-occurrence frequencies, but they are still quite similar with each other. For 
example, there can be a pair of genes (examples will be given in the experiment section), 
whose internal structures are not very similar and they seldom co-occur, but their 
relationships with other genes are quite similar. It should be interesting to mine these 
gene pairs since they may provide useful information for biomedical research.  
We name this kind of similarity as behavior-based similarity. It measures the 
similarity between two objects by considering how similarly the two objects are related to 
other third-party objects. Given two objects X and Y, if the set of objects related to X is 
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very similar to the set of objects related to Y, then we consider X and Y similar. The 
word “behavior” in behavior-based similarity is used, since the set of objects related to X 
can be used to evaluate how X behaves. The main contributions of this thesis are the 
followings: 
1. We introduce a new, behavior-based similarity to measure similarity between objects. 
2. We provide an algorithm to compute pairs of similar objects under this similarity 
measure. 
3. We use experiments and examples to demonstrate the usefulness of this  similarity 
measure.  
 The organization of the thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2, we introduce the 
preliminaries and related work. In Chapter 3, we give our problem definition. In Chapter 
4, we discuss the algorithm issues and the implementation of our algorithm. In Chapter 5 
we report experimental results. Finally, we conclude this thesis and suggest possible 
future work in Chapter 6. 
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2. Preliminaries and related work 
 
In this chapter, we first introduce some preliminary concepts as the background 
knowledge for this thesis, including a brief review on other object similarity measures. 
We mainly focus on introducing the “co-occurrence” based similarity measures, which 
are often called correlation measures, since these measures are applicable to our testing 
data sets and other similarity measures are not applicable. Later in our experimental 
chapter, we compare them with our own measure. 
 The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 introduces preliminaries on 
transactions and itemsets, and uses an example to illustrate the concept of correlation; 
Section 2.2 explains the concepts of support and confidence; Section 2.3 provides a brief 
introduction to commonly used correlation measures, including the measures of cosine, 
all-confidence, and coherence; Section 2.4 discusses additional object similarity measures. 
2.1 Transaction, itemset, and an example of correlation 
In this thesis, we use the correlated 3rd party objects to help us find out the 
behavior-based correlated object-pairs. In this section, we first introduce the 
preliminaries. We define the concepts of behavior-based similarity in Chapter 3. 
 Let L = {I1, I2, … In} be a set of n binary attributes called items. These items will 
also be referred to as objects in this thesis. Let D = {T1, T2, … Tm}, the task-relevant data, 
be a set of transactions where each transaction T is a set of items such that T ⊂ L. Each 
transaction is associated with an identifier, called TID, and contains a subset of the items 
in L. A set of items is called an itemset. An itemset that contains k items is a k-itemset. A 
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transaction T is said to contain an itemset A if and only if A ⊂T. A correlation 
relationship is a pair of itemsets (A, B), where A ⊂ L, B⊂ L, and A ∩ B = {}. When A 
and B are both single items, we sometimes refer to (A, B) as an object pair. A special 
type of correlation between A and B is association, denoted by A => B. 
 We will use a small example from the supermarket domain to illustrate the 
concept of correlation by co-occurrence. The set of items is I = {milk, bread, butter, beer} 
and a small transactional database is shown in Table 1.  
 
Transaction ID Items 
1 milk, bread
2 bread, butter
3 Beer
4 Milk, bread, butter
5 Bread
 
Table 1. Supermarket data set 
 
In this table, each row is a transactional record; the first column is the 
transactional ID used to identify a transactional record; the second column contains the 
items that were bought for the transaction identified by the ID in the first column. 
 Most previous studies on correlation consider the co-occurrence based correlation, 
where two objects are considered correlated if they occur together in transactions. By 
checking the dataset in Table 1, we can find out these correlation relationships: 
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(1) Both milk and bread co-occur in Transactions 1& 4, so there is a co-occurrence based 
correlation relationship between milk and bread. 
(2) Both bread and butter co-occur in Transaction 2, so we say bread and butter have a 
co-occurrence based correlation relationship between them. 
(3) For the same reason, we have found that milk, bread, butter are correlated (by co-
occurrence) with each other based on Transaction 3. 
2.2 Support and confidence 
As discussed in section 2.1, we know that as long as pair of objects co-occur in at 
least one transaction, then there is a co-occurrence based correlation relationship between 
these two objects. However, in addition to finding out whether there exists the correlation 
relationship between a pair of objects or not, we also would like to know how intensely 
two objects are correlated to each other. In order to achieve this goal, we need two 
concepts: support and confidence (introduced by R. Agrawal, T. Imielinski, and A. 
Swami [AI+93]). 
 The support supp(X) of an item set X is defined as the proportion of transactions 
in the data set which contain the item set X. 
 For example, in the sample database in table 1, the support count for the item 
bread is 4, since bread appears in transactions 1, 2, 4, 5. The support value for bread, 
supp (bread), is 4 / 5 * 100 = 80%. The support count for {milk, bread} is 2, because they 
occur in transactions 1&4 and the support value supp (milk, bread) is 2 / 5 * 100 = 40%. 
(Hence 40% of all the transactions (2 out of 5 transactions) show that milk and bread 
were bought (co-occur) together.) 
Once we calculate the support values, we can use them to calculate the confidence 
values. The confidence of an association relationship/rule X=>Y is defined as:  
)(
)()(
XSUPP
YXSUPPYXconf ∪==>            (2.1) 
Confidence can be interpreted as an estimation of the probability P(Y | X), the probability 
of finding the RHS of the association rule in transactions under the condition that these 
transactions also contain the LHS. 
 For example, the correlation relationship Milk => Bread has a confidence of 0.4 / 
0.4 = 1 in Table 1, which means that all the transactions that contain milk also contain the 
bread as well. Also, we can get the confidence value for Bread => milk which is 0.4 / 1 = 
0.4, and this means that among all the transactions that contain bread, only 40% of them 
also contain milk. 
 Support and confidence are two benchmarks for evaluating the interestingness of 
an association rule, and that of a correlation relationship. They respectively reflect the 
applicability and certainty of the association rule.  
2.3 Common correlation measures 
In this section, we introduce three commonly used correlation measures which use 
the support and confidence concepts introduced in section 2.2 to evaluate the correlation 
relationship between two objects. These measures will be used when we compare them 
against our behavior based measure.  
The whole section is arranged like this: in sections 2.3.1- 2.3.3, we introduce the 
well-known correlation measures: cosine, All-Confidence, and coherence; in section 
2.3.4, we explain the reason why we pick these three measures in our experiments instead 
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of using other existing correlation measures; in section 2.3.5, we discuss the difference 
among the three measures. 
2.3.1 Cosine measure 
Cosine [HK00] is a simple correlation measure that is defined as follows. The 
occurrence of item set A is independent of the occurrence of item set B if P (AB) = P (A) 
* P (B) (which means that there is no correlation relationship between A and B); 
otherwise, item-sets A and B are dependent and correlated to each other. The Cosine 
between the occurrence of A and B can be measured by computing: 
)()(
)(
)()(
)(),(sin
BSUPPASUPP
BASUPP
BPAP
ABPBAeCo
×
∪
=
×
=
     (2.2) 
In the cosine equation, we take the square root on the product of the probabilities of A 
and B in the denominator because the cosine value should only be influenced by the 
supports of A, B, and A ∪ B, and not by the total number of transactions. The value 
range for the cosine measure is [0, 1]. 
 If the resulting value of the cosine measure is larger or equal to 0.5 and smaller 
than 1, then A and B are positively correlated, which means that the correlation 
relationship between A and B is strong; if the result value is larger or equal to 0 and 
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smaller than 0.5, then the occurrence of A is negatively correlated with the occurrence of 
B which means that the correlation relationship between A and B is weak. 
We now use the database example in Table 1 to illustrate the cosine value for pair 
(milk, bread}: 
67.0
14.0
4.0
)()(
)(),(sin =
×
=
×
∪
=
breadSUPPmilkSUPP
breadmilkSUPPbreadmilkeCo  
The value 0.67 shows that milk and bread are correlated but not very strongly 
correlated, since in section 2.2 we saw that the corresponding confidence value for Bread 
=> milk is 0.4 / 1 = 0.4, and for milk => Bread is 0.4 / 0.4 = 1. The Cosine measure 
evaluates the correlation relationship by smoothing all the confidence values (of all 
possible association rules generated from the items) and generates a value that is within 
the range of all the confidence values.  
2.3.2 All-confidence measure 
The all-confidence measure [Om03] can be defined as follows. Given an item set 
X = {i1, i2… ik}, the all-confidence of X is: 
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(2.3) 
             Here, max {supp (ij) | ∀ij ∈X} is the maximum single-item support of all the 
items in X, and hence is called the max_item_supp of the item-set X. The all-confidence 
of X is the minimal confidence among the set of rules ij  X – {ij}, where ij ∈X. The 
value range for the All-Confidence measure is [0, 1]. 
}|)({
)(
)(__
)()(
XiiSUPPMAX
XSUPP
XSUPPITEMMAX
XSUPPXconfAll
jj ∈∀
=
=−
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 To calculate the all-confidence value for a pair of objects, the formu
) 
Still using the milk and bread example, we illustrate the all-confidence measure to 
 and bread as follows: 
Here we see that, the all-confidence measure calculates the correlation 
relationship by getting the minimum confidence value for a given itemset. 
two con sent the 
al 
2.3.3 Coherence measure 
Coherence [Om03] is another measure that is commonly used to evaluate the 
correlation relationship between a pair of objects.  This measure is similar to the Jaccard 
similarity coefficient [Ja01]. Below is the formula to calculate the coherence value: 
la is like this: 
 
(2.4
calculate the correlation relationship value for milk
))(),((
)(),(
BSUPPASUPPMAX
BASUPPBAconfAll ∪=−
 So we can say that the difference between measures Cosine and All-confidence is 
that, for cosine, it actually calculates the correlation relationship value by balancing the 
fidence values for a given pair, which means that its result tries to repre
average values among all the confidence. For all-confidence, it uses the minim
confidence value to represent the value of the correlation relationship between a given 
object-pair. Using these two measures can provide us more information about the 
correlation relationship between a given pair of objects. 
)()()(
)(),(
BASUPPBSUPPASUPP
BASUPPBACoherence
∪−+
∪
=     (2.5)  
 
4.0
)1,4.0(
4.0
))(),((
)(),( ==∪=
MAXbreadSUPPmilkSUPPMAX
breadmilkSUPPbreadmilkAll − conf
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 The meaning of this formula is that given two objects A and B, if they are 
strongly dependent on each other, then the value for supp (A ∪B) should be very large, 
which is close to min (supp (A), supp (B)). In that case, the value for (supp (A) + supp (B) 
– supp (A∪B)) should be close to the value of max (supp (A), supp (B)). So we can see 
if two objects A and B are strongly correlated with each other, then the co
rmula is actually very similar to the all-confidence formula which is:  
 
 
 
herence 
fo
 
 
 
 
Also for the coherence measure, its value range is from [0, 1] and the upper bound
(which is achievable) for the coherence value is: 
))(),(( BSUPPASUPPMAX
)(),( BASUPPBAconfAll ∪=−
))(),((
)(
)()()(
),(
BSUPPASUPPMAX
BASUPP
BASUPPBSUPPASUPP
BACoherence
∪
≤
∪−+
=
 
 
The lower bound (also achievable) for the coherence value is: 
)( BASUPP ∪
)()(
)(
)(
)(
ASUPP
ASUPP
BASUPP
+
∪
)()(
),(
BSUPPASUPP
B
ABSUPPBSUPP
BACoherence
+
∪
≥
−
=
 
2.3.4 Cosine, all-confidence and coherence vs other correlation measures  
From section 2.3.1 to section 2.3.3, we have introduced three commonly used 
correlation measures: Cosine, All-confidence and Coherence. In this section, we discuss 
their advantages over other correlated measures. 
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 Besides Cosine, All-confidence, and Coherence, there also exist other correlation 
measures like lift [HK00] and X2 [BM+97].  
The formula for Lift to calculate the correlation value for a pair of objects {A, B} 
is: 
)(*)(
)(),(
BSUPPASUPP
BASUPPBALift ∪=     (2.6) 
If the value for lift is less than 1, then the occurrence of A is negatively correlated 
with the occurrence of B; if the resulting value is greater than 1, then A and B are 
ely c
e cosine measure is actually a harmonized 
lift measure, since the only difference between them is that cosine takes the square root 
 This difference helps the cosine value to 
be only influenced by the supports of A, B, and A ∪ B, and not by the total number of 
transac
 items. 
he 
ber of cells in the contingency table becomes large, 
the chi-squared statistic becom
positiv orrelated; if the resulting value is equal to 1, then A and B are independent 
and there is no correlation between them. Th
on the product of the probabilities of A and B.
tions. 
The chi-squared metric (X2) is used to determine the independence between
It is based on statistical theory [Ka91] and takes into account all combinations of both t
presence and absence of items. Thus, positive and negative correlations can be 
determined. However, it may not be an appropriate measure for analyzing correlation 
relationship in large transaction databases since the necessary conditions for use do not 
always hold. For example, when the expected values in the contingency table are small, 
which typically happens when the num
es increasingly inaccurate [WC+07]. 
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c is that 
 its 
t 
e 2 is a 2 × 2 
 The advantage for the three measures over lift and the chi-squared metri
the three measures are null-invariant measures [LK+03]. A measure is null-invariant if
value is free from the influence of null-transactions. A null-transaction is a transaction 
that does not contain any of the item sets being examined. Null-invariance is an importan
property for measuring correlations in large transaction databases.  
We give a small example below to show this advantage. Tabl
contingency table, where an entry such as mc represents the number of transactions 
containing both milk and coffee, cm  represents the number of transactions containing 
only coffee without milk.  
 
 
 Milk  ∑rowMilk  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. A 2 × 2 contingency table for two items 
 
 
 
 
 
Coffee  
Coffee  
∑col
mc  
c  
cm  c 
c  
 
  
 
mc  m
m m  ∑ 
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Table 3. Comparison of five correlation measures 
 
T [WC+07] shows a set of transactional data sets with their corresponding 
co ngenc bles a lues ch iv rela measures. From able, 
we see that from the original values of
able 3 
nti y ta nd va for ea  of the f e cor tion  the t
 mc , cm , cm , mc , A1and A2, are positively 
associated, A3, A5 and A6 are negatively associated, A4 is independent. The results from 
Cosine, All-confidence and Coherence correctly show these relationships. 
owever, lift and the chi-squared metric are poor indicators, since they generate 
ramatically different values. One reason for this is that in this example, 
H
d mc represents 
the number of null transactions. Lift and the chi-squared metric are strongly influenced 
by this value. On the other hand, cosine, all-confidence and coherence remove the 
influence of mc  from their definitions. Based on this discussion, we do not include the 
lift and chi-square measures in our experiments. 
Data 
Set 
mc  X2 Lift Allconf Coherence cosine cm  cm  mc  
A1 10000 1000 1000 100000 90557 9.26 0.91 0.83 0.91  
A2 10000 10 0.83 0.91 00 1000 100 0 1 0.91 
A3 100 1000 1000 100000 670 8.44 0.09 0.05 0.09 
A4 1000 1000 1000 100000 24740 25.75 0.5 0.33 0.5 
A5 1000 100 10000 100000 8172 9.18 0.09 0.09 0.29 
A 1000 10 100000 100000 965 1.97 0.01 0.01 0.10 6
14 
 
-
ure is actually an extension of the Lift 
measure; the only difference between them is that cosine has the square root for its 
denominator part, and this square root helps cosine to have the null-invariant property. 
Also based on cosine measure’s definition, it evaluates the correlation relationship value 
based on balancing the value from the smallest confidence to the largest confidence, so 
the cosine value is always very close to the average confidence value for two objects. 
 All-confidence and coherence are twins, introduced in the same paper [Om03]. 
Given two objects, All-confidence measure evaluates their correlation value by choosing 
the minimum confidence as the result. On the other hand, coherence measure evaluates 
the correlation value by calculating the percentage value that the co-occur part (supp 
(AB)) occupies in the whole part (supp (A) + supp (B) – supp (AB)); its maximum value 
is actually the minimum confidence value of the two given objects. So the neutral point 
for the coherence is 0.33 [Om03], for the other two measures, their neutral point values 
are all 0.5.  
 Compared with the cosine measure, both All-confidence and coherence have a 
nice feature that cosine does not have, which is the downward closure property. The 
downward closure property means if a pattern passes a minimum all-confidence or 
coherence threshold, so does every one of its sub patterns. In other words, if a pattern 
fails a given all-confidence or coherence threshold, further growth of this pattern will 
never satisfy the minimal all-confident or coherent threshold. So in some cases, all-
2.3.5 Comparison for the cosine, all-confidence and coherence 
In this section, we give a brief review about the three measures (Cosine, All
confidence and Coherence) and discuss their differences. 
 As introduced previously, the cosine meas
15 
 
r, 
single 
easures. 
aluate the similarity value between two 
ure variables. For example, the Jaccard’s distance [Ja01] 
or Ham
asures 
 objects with ordinal feature vectors. The Dice and cosine coefficients, 
sults 
f 
e 
s. 
confidence and coherence measures are better than the cosine measure. But in this pape
we only work on pair objects, so this feature does not make any difference. 
 According to many research papers [TK+02, WC+07], there seems to be no 
measure that can work well for all the data sets.   
2.4 Other similarity measures 
In this section, we give a short introduction for these popular similarity measures 
which have been used to find attribute-based similar objects. However, we can not use 
these measures to test our data sets, so we omit the detailed explanation for these 
m
 Many research works have been done to ev
objects based on the objects’ feat
ming distance [AP+02] can be used to calculate the similarity value for a pair of 
objects which have binary internal features. Spearman Distance [AP+02], Kendall 
Distance [FK+03], Chebyshev /Maximum Distance [AP+02] are the similarity me
used for the
Correlation coefficient [RN88] are applicable to those objects that are represented as 
numerical feature vectors. 
 However, these above measures are all based on the internal features of the 
objects. None of them evaluates the objects’ similarity through other objects. The re
gained from these measures do not include these behavior-based similar objects and the 
ignorance of these behavior-based similar objects causes a limitation on the usage o
similarity mining.  Behavior-based similarity may turn out to be a useful addition to th
array of similarity measure
16 
 
nal 
similarity and what is its usage. In section 3.2, we discuss 
four basic types of third-party b wo objects; we provide 
exampl
ure. In the 
3.1 Feature-based/co-occurrence-based similarity vs behavior-based similarity 
designed to capture such thinking. These measures use different ways to check each 
discove
3. Problem definition 
In this chapter, we define behavior-based (or third-party based) similarity, which 
we will denote as Sim3P (Similarity through correlated 3rd Party Objects).  
 In section 3.1, we give a detailed explanation for the differences between inter
feature-based similarity and behavior-based similarity in order to provide a clear picture 
about what is behavior-based 
ased relationships between t
es to explain how to decide which object-pair belong to which relationship type. 
In section 3.3, we give the definition for our behavior-based similarity meas
final section 3.4, we discuss the difference between correlation relationship and behavior-
based similarity relationship. 
As mentioned earlier, it is interesting to know which object pairs are similar to 
each other, for use in subsequent data mining and analysis tasks. Up till now, we tend to 
think that similar objects should be those objects whose internal features are very similar 
to each other or those which co-occur often; many similarity measures have been 
object’s internal feature values or co-occurrences of objects. Such similarity can be 
red from data sets of the “vectors of attribute values” type or transaction dataset 
type.  
 
 
 
Object Name Yearly  Salary Age_Group Gender … 
A 35,000 junior Male … 
B 50,000 senior Female … 
17 
 
 
Figure 1. Data sets for feature-based similarity measures 
 
owever, in our real world, we have a lot of objects which do not have similar 
ternal feature structures and which do not co-occur often, but their relationships with 
other ob ple, ay have two companies, one is small, 
the other is large, so it is hard to say they ilar to each cording to their 
ttributes; however, when we do some analysis based on their business behaviors (e.g. 
hecking their business partners), we found that they have many identical clients; based 
on this evidence, we can actually treat these two companies as similar objects with 
respect to behavior-based similarity. Also another example, we may have a pair of genes 
which share very few similar attribute values, but both of them are related to many 
common diseases; we can consider these two genes to be similar.  From the above two 
instances, we can see that behavior-based similarity can help us find more surprising 
similar object pairs and this should provide more interesting information for us. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Data sets for behavior-based similarity measures 
H
in
jects are very similar. For exam we m
are sim  other ac
a
c
Object B’s related 
objects 
 
 
 
Object C, 
 
… 
Object D, 
Object E,
Object A’s related 
objects 
Object C,  
Object D, 
Object E, 
… 
Compare the related objects to see if 
not 
A and B are similar to each other or 
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ased similarity can be used to find all the fea
simil cts. It i applicabl nnot capture beha sed 
sim ly, behavior-based similarity is useful. So the behavior-based  
measure is a ition to the array of sim arity measures.  
3.2 Definitions of Sim3P 
As dis y checking 
how sim
cts with each other. Before we explain our similarity measure 
in detai
Items 
In summary, feature-b
ar obje
ture-based 
vior-bas e to feature-based data, but it ca
ilarity. Clear  similarity
 nice add il
cussed in the last section, our behavior-based similarity works b
ilarly two objects are related to other objects. When given two objects X and Y, 
if the set of objects related to X is very similar to the set of objects related to Y, then we 
say that X and Y are similar. 
From the above idea, we may wonder what these related objects are and how to 
compare these related obje
l, we need to define some terms. We use the following sample transactional data 
set to illustrate the definitions. In this sample data set, the set of items is I = {A, B, C, D, 
E, F, G, H, I}: 
TID 
1 ABCDE 
2 BCEF 
3 ABCDF 
4 BCDE 
5 BFG 
6 DFG 
7 HG 
8 IF 
 
Table 4. Sample data base with 9 items and 8 transactions 
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Definition 3.1 If an object X has a co-occurrence relationship with another object Y, then 
we say X is a correlated 3rd party object for Y. For a given object, its correlated 3rd party 
object set is the set that contains all its correlated 3rd party objects and this object itself. 
Example 1 pears in the first and third trans ns and in none of the other 
transactions, so objects in these two transactional records are all A’s correlated 3rd party 
ob ects. Therefo  D, E, F}. 
: Object A ap actio
re, the correlated 3rd party objects’ set for object A is {A, B, C,j
   
TID Items 
1 ABCDE 
3 ABCDF 
 
Table 5. The records that A occurs  
 Now we use the id the correlated  object to explain how to define the 
four basic types of relations us first have a look at the 
following definition to see what these four basic types of relationships are: 
Definition 3.2 Given two objects X and Y, there are four basic types of relationships that 
can be used to describe a relationship between two objects; the four basic types of 
relationships are: 3P-identica similar. 
 in 
ea of 3rd party
hips between two objects. Let 
l, 3P-inclusion, 3P-similar, and 3P-dis
Now we use our correlated 3rd party objects to define the 3P-identical, 3P-
inclusion and 3P-dissimilar relationships first. We define the 3P-similar relationship
the next section. 
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D
sa
E and 
object C’
S
D n two objects X and Y, if X’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set is a super 
}. 
t) of A (C)’s correlated 3rd 
 3P-
 
easure. We use the following definition to describe this concept:  
ects, 
 
imilar they are to each other. 
efinition 3.3 Given two objects X and Y, if X’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set is the 
me as Y’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set, then we say X and Y are 3P-identical. 
xample 2: Object A’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set is {A, B, C, D, E, F}, 
s correlated 3rd party objects’ set is {A, B, C, D, E, F}. 
ince the above two sets are identical, we say object A and object C are 3P-identical. 
efinition 3.4 Give
(parent) set of Y’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set, then we say X is a 3P-parent of (3P-
includes) Y.  
Example 3: For object B, its correlated 3rd party objects’ set is {A, B, C, D, E, F, G
Since B’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set is a super set (parent se
party objects’ set, so we say that B’s relationship with A (C) is 3P-inclusion. 
Definition 3.5 Given two objects X and Y, if X’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set and Y’s 
correlated 3rd party objects’ set has no shared 3rd party objects, then we say X and Y are
dissimilar. 
Example 4: For object H, its correlated 3rd party objects’ set is {H, G}, for object I, its
correlated 3rd party objects’ set is {I, F}, H and I do not share any correlated 3rd party 
objects, so they are 3P-dissimilar  
3.3 Behavior-based similarity measure 
In this section, we introduce the main concept for this thesis: our behavior-based 
similarity m
Definition 3.6 Given two objects X and Y,  if they share a lot of correlated 3rd party obj
then we say X and Y are behavior-based similar (or 3P-similar); the more correlated 3rd
party objects they share, the more s
21 
 
w to check whether two objects are behavior-
based sim
3rd party 
ce 
or a pair of objects:  
  From definition 3.6, we know ho
ilar or not. What we need to do is to determine how many correlated 3rd party 
objects that the pair-objects share. If the total number of the shared correlated 
objects is nearly the same as the total number of all the correlated 3rd party objects, then 
these two objects should be very 3P-similar to each other. Based on this idea, we introdu
the following formula to calculate the behavior-based similarity f
),()()(
),(
YXCorrYCorrXCorr
YXCorr
−+
In formula 3.1, Corr(X,Y) denotes the total number of the correlated 3rd party 
objects that relate to both objects X and Y; Corr(X) denotes the total number of the 
correlated 3rd party objects that relate to object X; Corr(Y) means the total number of the 
correlated 3rd party objects that relate to object Y. Sim(X,Y) means the behavior-based
),(3 YXPSim =          (3.1) 
 
similarity value for objects X and Y.  
  The denominator part (Corr(X) + Corr(Y) – Corr(X,Y)) in formula 3.1 means the 
total num  
lated 
nominator part can stand for the total number all the 
o relate
f 
ber of correlated 3rd party objects for X and Y. How we get this value is that we
first add the number of X’s correlated 3rd party objects with the number of Y’s corre
3rd party objects. However, this addition adds an extra value of the total number of the 
shared correlated 3rd party objects, so we use subtraction Corr(X,Y) to remove that extra 
portion. Then the value got from the de
c r d 3rd party objects for X and Y. Using it divided the nominator Corr(X,Y), we can 
know how large the total number of shared correlated 3rd party objects is as a proportion o
the whole number of all the correlated 3rd party objects. 
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or the value got from formula 3.
 1. 
roof:    
) If X and Y are 3P-identical objects, then Sim3P(X,Y) = 1; 
 
 correlated 3rd ared 
s, so Corr(X,Y) = 
 Corr(Y) in formula 3.1 
get 1 for Sim3P(X,Y). 
Corr(X), and 2*Corr(X,Y)≤ 2 * Corr(Y). 
 
  
 
Figure 3. The meaning of (Corr(X) + Corr(Y) – Corr(X,Y)) 
F 1, we have the following lemmas: 
Lemma 1. X and Y are 3P-identical objects iff Sim3P(X,Y) =
P
(1
 As defined in definition 3.3, X and Y are 3P-identical when they have the same 
 party objects’ sets. Also when X and Y are 3P-identical, their sh
 correlated 3rd party objects are their own correlated 3rd party object
 Corr(X) = Corr(Y). Using Corr(X,Y) to replace the Corr(X) and
 and we 
(2) If Sim3P(X,Y) = 1, then X and Y are 3P-identical objects. 
  When Sim3P(X,Y) = 1, we can transform formula 3.1 into this:  
  2 * Corr(X,Y) = Corr(X) + Corr(Y).  
  From Corr(X,Y)≤ Corr(X), Corr(X,Y)≤ Corr(Y), we get  2*Corr(X,Y)≤ 2 * 
 
Corr(X) 
X’s 3rd party objects 
   
  Corr(Y) 
  Y’s 3rd party objects 
Shared 
objects 
3rd party 
Corr(XY) 
(Corr(X) + Corr(Y)) contains two copies of the Corr(X,Y) which is the shadowed part in the figure 
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X) + Corr(Y) ≤ 2 * Corr(Y). 
) with 2*Corr(X,Y)≤ 2 * 
orr(Y) ≤ Corr(X). 
o we get Corr(Y)  = Corr(X).  
,Y) 
e all objects correlated with both X and Y are 
o related
 0; 
o shared correlated 3rd party 
ccording to definition 3.5, X and Y are 3P-dissimilar. 
Si 3P(X,Y) = Corr(X,Y)/ 
Sim3P(X,Y) = Corr(X,Y)/ 
  Combining the above with 2 * Corr(X,Y)= Corr(X) + Corr(Y), we get Corr(X) + 
Corr(Y) ≤ 2 * Corr(X), and Corr(
  Moreover, combining 2 * Corr(X,Y)= Corr(X) + Corr(Y
Corr(X) we get 2*Corr(X,Y)= Corr(X) + Corr(Y) ≤ 2*Corr(X), so we get C
  Similarly, we get Corr(X) ≤ Corr(Y). S
  Combining the above with 2 * Corr(X,Y) = Corr(X) + Corr(Y) we get Corr(X
= Corr(X) and Corr(X,Y) = Corr(Y). Sinc
c r  with X, we see that the set of correlated objects of X is identical to the set of 
correlated objects of Y. So X and Y are 3P-identical.  
Lemma 2. X and Y are 3P-dissimilar iff Sim3P(X,Y) = 0. 
Proof:     
(1) If X and Y are 3P-dissimilar, then Sim3P(X,Y) = 0;  
  If X and Y are 3P-dissimilar, then the value for Corr(X,Y) is 0, so the value for  
 Sim(X,Y) = 0; 
(2) If Sim3P(X,Y) = 0, then X and Y are 3P-dissimilar. 
  If Sim3P(X,Y) = 0, then Corr(X,Y) should be
  Corr(X,Y)= 0 means between X and Y, there are n
 objects. A
Lemma 3. The relationship for X and Y is 3P-inclusion iff m
max(Corr(X), Corr(Y)).  
Proof:   
(1) If the relationship for X and Y is 3P-inclusion, then 
max(Corr(X), Corr(Y)).   
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related 3rd party objects’ 
cts’ 
Then Corr(X,Y) = min(Corr(X), Corr(Y)). Hence  Corr(X) + Corr(Y) – 
).   
,Y)/ max(Corr(X), Corr(Y)), then the relationship for X 
Y). So, the set of objects correlated with Y is the same as the set of objects correlated 
ding to 
orr(Y) – 
), Corr(Y)) ≤ 1, we know that 
.1 ≤ 1. 
 
  According to definition 3.4, if the relationship for X and Y is 3P-inclusion, then
either X’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set is a super set of Y’s cor
set or Y’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set is a super set of X’s correlated 3rd party obje
set.  
  
Corr(X,Y)= max (Corr(X), Corr(Y)). So Sim(X,Y) = Corr(X,Y)/ max(Corr(X), Corr(Y)
(2) If Sim3P(X,Y) = Corr(X
and Y is 3P-inclusion. 
  Since Corr(X) + Corr(Y) – Corr(X,Y)= max (Corr(X), Corr(Y)), we get 
Corr(X,Y)= min (Corr(X), Corr(Y)). Without loss of generality, assume Corr(X) >= 
Corr(
with both X and Y, which is a subset of the set of objects correlated with X. Accor
definition 3.4, the relationship for X and Y is 3P-inclusion. 
Lemma 4. The value range for formula 3.1 is [0, 1]. 
Proof:    
  Since 0 ≤ Corr(X,Y)≤ min (Corr(X), Corr(Y)), we know that Corr(X) + C
Corr(X,Y) should always be ≥ 0 and so formula 3.1 is always ≥ 0. 
Since Corr(X) + Corr(Y) – Corr(X,Y)≥  max (Corr(X), Corr(Y)) and Corr(X,Y)≤ min 
(Corr(X), Corr(Y)), we know that formula 3.1 ≤  min (Corr(X), Corr(Y)) / max (Corr(X), 
Corr(Y)).  
  Since min (Corr(X), Corr(Y)) / max (Corr(X
formula 3
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apture “co-occur” based 
y 
o objects. Naturally we want to know: what is the difference between our 
ion measures to evaluate the behavior-based similarity between two 
bjects? In this section, we want to give the answers for these questions and use examples 
ny 
ior-
-occur 
hare 
 provide the following definitions for the identical 
3.4 Behavior-based similarity measure vs correlation measures 
  We know that previous correlation measures are used to c
similarity (see Chapter 2). In this chapter, we also introduced our own behavior-based 
similarity measure which relies on the correlated 3rd party objects to evaluate the similarit
between tw
measure and the other correlation measures? Why we can not just directly use these 
available correlat
o
to show the advantage of our measure.  
  Correlation is a good way to evaluate the correlation relationship between two 
objects. If the correlation value is very large, that means the two objects co-occur in ma
records in the whole transactional data set. In other words, if two objects co-occur very 
often, we can also use the available correlation measures to help us calculate the behav
based similarity value between them. The reason for this is because, if two objects co
a lot, then they ought to share a lot of correlated 3rd party objects. When two objects s
a lot of correlated 3rd party objects, they are behavior-based similar.  
  So based on the above idea, we
relationship and including relationship based on the correlation concept: 
Lema 3.7 Given two objects X and Y, if they always co-occur together, then they are 3P-
identical pair of objects. 
Proof:  
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 transactional records. 
item
 
 
 
racting 3P-identical pairs 
             Consider objects A and B. When using the behavior-based similarity to find their 
shared correlated 3rd party objects, we can t for A, its correlated 3rd party objects’ 
t is {A, B, C, D}; for B, its correlated 3rd objects’ set is also {A, B, C, D}. Since 
e two sets are the sam e see that objects A and B are 3P-identical objects. 
          Then we check t  correlation relationship between objects A and B. Using any of 
e correlation measures, we get “1” as the resulting correlation value for A and B which 
means they alwa d B have the 
L  
d -parent 
o
P
We used an example to illustrate the idea of the proof. Look at the following 
simple example. We have a transactional data set which contains three
The  set for the data set is {A, B, C, D, E}. 
 
 
 
TID Items 
1 ABC 
2 ABD  
 
 
Table 6. An example for ext
 
3 CE 
 see tha
se  party 
th e, w
  he
th
ys co-occur in the same records. This can assure that A an
same correlated 3rd party object set; when we want to find the correlated 3rd party 
objects, we only go to those records where the object occurs. 
emma 3.8 Given two objects X and Y, if X occurs in those records where Y occurs, but Y
oes not always occur in the records that X occurs, then we X 3P-includes (is a 3P
f) Y. 
roof:  
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th for 
ob e C’s correlated 3rd party 
eir correlation relationship. C and E both occur in record 3, but E 
occur in record 1 where C occurs (which is why A and B do not occur in E’s 
l 
s. But of course, correlation measures can 
 set is a 
 
 
 
 
Table 7. An example for extracting 3P-inclusion pairs 
 
 We used an example to illustrate the idea of the proof. Still let us have a Look at 
e above simple example. For object E, its correlated 3rd party objects’ set is {C, E}; 
ject C, its correlated 3rd party objects’ set is {A,B,C,E}. Sinc
objects’ set is the super (parent) set of E’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set, according to the 
definition 3.4, we see that C 3P-includes E. 
        Then we check th
does not 
correlated 3rd party objects’ set). So we see that if an object X occurs in all the 
transactional records where another object Y occurs, then we can assure that X contains al
the correlated 3rd party objects of Y. 
From the above two lemmas, we know how to use the correlation concept to find 
the 3P-identical and 3P-inclusion object pair
never substitute our measure since there exists a situation where correlation measures can 
not provide the correct value for evaluating the behavior-based similarity between two 
objects. We use the following example to show the evidence. The following data
transactional data set containing four transactional records. The item set for the data set is 
{A, B, C, D}: 
 
 
 
 
TID Items 
1 AC 
2 AD 
3 BC 
4 BD 
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s. So in this case, their correlation value is very low no matter using which 
correlation measure.  
 However, when we  to find the correla 3rd party objects’ sets for both A and 
, we see that A’s correlate rd party objects’ set is {A, C, D}, and B’s correlated 3rd 
arty objects’ set is {B, C, D}. Since they share a lot of correlated 3rd party objects, we 
gard A and B very similar. 
 From the  co-occur 
 
jects; using the correlation measures can never explore this feature.  
 
in common records. This is the basic difference between 
n 
 For objects A and B in the above data set, we see that they never co-occur in any 
of the record
go ted 
B d 3
p
re
 above example, we can see that when two objects seldom
together, we can never use the correlation measures to evaluate behavior-based similarity
between them. Even if two objects do not co-occur often, they can still share a lot of 
correlated 3rd party ob
 In summary, correlation measures are used mainly to detect those often-co-occur 
objects. So they focus on co-occurrence of objects in transactional records. Our measure
focuses on the shared correlated 3rd party objects and we do not care whether these 
shared 3rd party objects occur 
the correlation measures and our measure. But if two objects co-occur quite often, the
correlation measures and our measure can behave in a similar way. We will see that kind 
of results later in our experimental chapter.  
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ails about our algorithm for finding similar 
airs under this measure among large number of objects.  
The arrangement for this chapter is like this: in section 4.1, we discuss the whole 
process about how to find the sim l. In section 4.2, we discuss 
how to find all the objects in a data set. In section 4.3 we give the detailed explanation 
about how to find the correlated 3rd party objects. Finally in section 4.4, we introduce our 
pruning steps to reduce the total number of object pairs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The overview of the algorithm 
4. Algorithm issues 
 In Chapter 3, we discussed our behavior-based similarity measure between 
objects. In this Chapter, we provide some det
p
 
ilar objects at a high leve
4.1 Overview of the algorithm 
 The following figure shows the high-level steps of our algorithm: 
 
 
 
 
1. Given a data set, first find the set AllObj of items (containing all the 
items/objects that appear in the given data set) for it.  
2. For each object X in AllObj, find all of its correlated 3rd party objects and save 
the result into its correlated 3rd party objects’ set, and record the count of X’s 3rd 
3.
y 
 objects. Record the count 
party objects as Corr(X). 
 For each pair of objects X and Y in AllObj do Steps 4 and 5. 
4. Compare X’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set with Y’s correlated 3rd part
objects’ set to get all of the shared correlated 3rd party
for the shared 3rd party objects (Corr(X,Y)).  
5. Using Formula 3.1 to calculate the behavior-based similarity value for objects 
X and Y. 
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.2 Finding all the objects 
From Figure 4, we see that the first step in our algorithm is to find all the objects 
at appear in the data set. We now explain how to do this step. First we use the following 
seudo code to describe this step: 
 
re 5. Process of finding all the objects 
 t  abov en we extract an object from a 
ransac l r ord, w current 
 set to see if this object h r not. This is a very 
e consuming process if we do not choose a good data structure to save the item set. So 
in order to avoid this issue, we m  item set. 
4
 
th
p
 
(1) For each reco
(2) Repeat: 
(3)  extract the next object O from t; 
(4)  If this object O does not appear in the current item set, 
(5)   Then add O to the current item set; 
rd t in the transactional data set  
  
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
Figu
 
 From he e pseudo code we can see that, wh
t tiona ec e need to compare it with all the existing objects in the 
item as appeared in the previous records o
tim
ake use of the map structure to save the
 A map is a data type that keeps associations between keys and values. Figure 6 
gives an example: a map that associates people’s names with the companies they work 
for.  
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object into the key set of the m rresponding information 
to the
s 
ood 
. Recall that in the pseudo codes in figure 5, when 
unction from one set, the key set, to another 
set, the value set. Every key in the map has a unique value, but a value may be associated 
with several keys. Taking advantage of this unique key feature, we save each data set 
 
Figure 6. A sample of a map 
 
 Mathematically speaking, a map is a f
Tom 
 
 
 Jerry 
 
 
Mary 
 
 
  
 Sue 
   Google 
 
  
 
 Yahoo 
 
 
 
 
   Microsoft 
ap, and then put the object’s co
in  value set. For example, we can put the object’s name into the key set, since the 
object’s name is unique, and then put the information showing this object appears in 
which transactions into the value set. 
 We make use of the map structure to save the certain information, not only for it
unique key-set feature, but also for another good reason. Since the map structure can be 
implemented both by a hash table structure or a binary tree structure, this can ensure g
execution time for the search operation
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of 
ject’s corresponding information (value) into the value set of the map. For 
 to 
ave this file information, we make use of another special data 
ructu ; 
es: 
00. 
we get an object from a transactional record, we need to check if that object appears in 
the previous records or not. Using the map structure, we can either make use of the hash 
table structure or the tree structure to write the search function, and then pass the object 
name to one of the search functions and see if the function can find a match in the map’s 
key set or not. If they can not find a match, then we just add that object into the key set 
the map. 
 Java has its own internal class for the map structure, and the interface for the map 
structure can be either a hash map or a binary-tree map. We can call the function public 
Object put (Object key, Object value) to save the object’s name (key) into the key set 
and the ob
checking if an object is already in the map or not, we can call the function public Object 
get (Object key). If the object is already in the key set, then this function returns the 
corresponding information for this object from the value set of the map; otherwise, the 
function returns null.  
  When we save the object name into the key set of the map, we also want to save 
some extra information for that object as well. We can take use of the map’s value set
do that. The extra information we need to have is “in which transactions this object 
appears”.  In order to s
st re, bit set to help us save the information. A bit set is a set contains a series of bits
the value for each bit can be either 0 or 1. How we use the bit set to save the file 
information is that we define a bit set whose length is equal to the total number of fil
for example, if we are going to read 300 transactions, then the length of the bit set is 3
Then each bit value in this bit set stands for whether an object appears in this transaction 
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t appear 
n also use the bit operations 
 
he correlated 3rd party objects.  
 and M is the total number of transactions. 
Following are the steps to find all the correlated 3rd party objects for an item/object: 
 
 
or not, for instance, if the value for bit 1 is 0, then it means that the object does no
in transaction 1; otherwise, if the value is 1, then that object appears in transaction 1. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 …
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
Figure 7. Bit set model 
 Here, we use bit structure for the following reasons: 
 (1) We can calculate the support value for an object easily. In java, we can use its 
internal function public int cardinality () to count the total number of bits whose value 
is “1”; 
 (2) When using bit set to save the information, we ca
to process our information, like “And”, “OR” these bit functions. We can use “And” 
function to calculate the support value for a pair of objects and use “OR” function to help
us find t
4.3 Finding correlated 3rd party objects 
 In this section, we explain how to find the correlated 3rd party objects for each 
object and how to find the shared correlated 3rd party objects for a pair of objects. 
Suppose N is the total number of items/objects,
 
(1) Build a bitset of N bits for each transaction t, and call it BST(t). The ith bit 
value in BST(t) tells whether the ith object appears in transaction t or not; the ith 
bit value is “1” if transaction t contains the ith object; otherwise, the ith bit value is 
“0” (which means that transaction t does not contain the ith object).   
(2) Build correlation bitset CorrBS(1), ..., CoorBS(N) for objects 1, …, N in one 
ass over data as follows: 
  For each transaction t 
  For each item object i in t 
   CorrBS(i) = CorrBS(i) OR BST(t) 
Here the bitset CorrBS(i) saves all the correlated 3  objects’ information for the 
ith object: the jth bit value in CorrBS(i) tells whether the jth item object correlates 
with the ith object or not; if the jth bit value is “1”, then they are correlated; 
otherwise, they are not.   
p
rd
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ted 3  party objects’ 
sets f rd party 
objects f
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Process of finding the shared correlated 3rd party objects 
Figu e correlated 3rd party objects 
rdOnce finish the steps in Figure 8, we can find all the correla 
or each item object in the itemset. The way to find all the shared correlated 3
or a pair of objects is like this: 
 
re 8. Process of finding th
(1) For each pair objects X and Y, build a bit set CorrBS(X, Y) to save the in
of the shared correlated 3
formation 
rd party objects’ set for a pair of objects. The length of 
CorrBS(X, Y) is equal to the total number of item objects of a data set.   
(2) Use CorrBS(X) AND CorrBS(Y) to get the value for each CorrBS(X,Y). 
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function to get the final values for Corr(X,Y), 
orr(X) and Corr(Y), then we can use formula 3.1 to calculate the behavior-based 
milarity value for objects X and Y. 
.4 Pruning 
The most time-consuming part in this algorithm is that if the data set contains too 
any ob ined to 
easure). 
uning step we can do is to find all the 3P-identical objects. We divide these 
nce and this cost extra overhead 
 set 
t 
 Once we know the shared correlated 3rd party objects for a pair of objects, we can 
take use of the public int cardinality() 
C
si
4
 
m jects, then we will have a lot of object pairs. Since our algorithm is determ
check all the object pairs for their behavior-based similarity, this will cause a lot of 
running time to calculate the similarity value for each pair. So the best way to improve 
the execution time for this algorithm is to reduce the object-pairs as many as possible (but 
still find all desired object pairs under our m
 The pr
objects into equivalence classes and only keep one object in each equivalence class in our 
computation process. The similarity values involving other objects in such an equivalence 
class can be recovered from the similarity values involving the representative of the 
equivalence class. This can reduce the total number of object pairs. We can take use of 
definition 3.3 to remove the identical pairs. Of course in order to find out all the 3P-
identical objects, we need to scan the whole item set o
execution time; but we still regard this step as an essential step, since if the data set 
contains a lot of identical pairs, this can reduce the total computation time significantly.  
How we do the 3P-identical objects pruning is like this: 
As introduced in section 4.3, we know that for each item object X, it has a bit
CorrBS(X) which saves all its correlated 3rd party objects. We can take use of this bit se
36 
 
ame 
 
by 
to find all the identical objects. We create a map whose key set saves each object’s n
and value set saves all the CorrBS(1), ... CorrBS(N) bit sets. (Suppose we totally have N
item objects.) We call this map CorrMap and the structure of the CorrMap is shown 
the figure below: 
 
 
 Then we create another map called IdenticalMap that saves all the identical item 
objects’ information. The key set of the IdenticalMap is a series of bit sets; it saves all the 
unique bit sets that appear in CorrMap value set. The value set of the IdenticalMap 
contains a series of strings; each string is combined with all the item objects’ name that 
have the same correlated 3rd party objects’ bit sets. Figure below shows the structure of 
IdenticalMap: 
 
 
Figure 11. Identical objects map structure 
Figure 10. The structure of CorrMap 
  
… 
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e know the usage of the above two maps, we show the steps to do the 3P-
identical objects pruning: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 After w
 
(1) Using a loop to get each object from the key set of CorrMap; 
(2) Using the internal map function to get this object’s correlated 3rd party objects’ set 
CorrBS(X) information from CorrMap’s value set. 
(3) Check if CorrBS(X) already exists in the IdenticalMap or not; if it already exists, 
y 
ct into the value set. 
Figure 12. Identical objects pruning steps 
then add that object into the value set; otherwise, add the file bit set into the ke
set and that obje
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5. Experimental evaluation 
In this chapter, we report our experimental results to show the usefulness of our 
milarity measure and our algorithm. The chapter is organized as follows: in section 5.1, 
e describe the test data sets we used in our experiments; in section 5.2, we display our 
results of similar object pairs, and use them to compare our measure with other 
correlation measures; in sec e efficiency of our 
g, the 
transactional data set. The format of a transaction data set is as given in the 
gure 13. Format of Data Sets for Behavior-Based Similarity 
 
 Each row of the data set represents for a transactional re each record 
contains the objects that occur in this record. In this thes to test 
our behavior-based s easure. The first data set contains 3612 news documents. 
The second data set is the colon cancer data set.  
 
si
w
tion 5.3, we report experiment results on th
algorithm. 
5.1 Testing data sets  
 As discussed before, our behavior-based similarity measure works on the data sets 
that are different from the attribute-based similarity data sets. Generally speakin
testing data sets suitable for our algorithm are those that can be transformed into the 
format of a 
figure below: 
 
Fi
Transaction ID Objects 
cord, and 
is, we use two data sets 
imilarity m
1 Object A, Object B … 
2 Object A, Objects C... 
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 In th sing work 
5.1.1 News data set 
The format of our news data set is given in the figure below: 
is section, we describe the two data sets, and describe the preproces
we have done to transform the two data sets into the format of transactional data set. 
 
Figure 14. News data set 
 
 The 3612 news documents are xml files. Each document uses node tags to save 
different information. From Figure 14, we see that each news document has some node 
tags like “company”, “organization”, “person”, “city”, “country” etc. Under each of these 
tags, there are some associated values; for example, under node “company”, we have the 
associated values of “Google In  tag can have multiple c” and “Microsoft Corp”. A
associated values, separated by the semi colon. Each value is viewed as an object. The 
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Figure 15. Transformed ne
 
 Objects in this news data set are categorized into nine categories and these nine 
categories are:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. List of 9 categories of news data set 
File ID Objects 
extraction process transforms the news data set into a transactional data set like the one in 
the figure below. 
ws data set 
1 
“company. Google Inc”, “company. 
Microsoft Corp”, “country. North America”
… 
2 … 
1. City;  
2. Company; 
3. Country; 
4. Geographic; 
5. Industry 
6. Organization;
7. Person; 
8. Product; 
9. State; 
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When we generate the object pairs, we only combine those objects which belong 
to the same category together to form an object pair. For example, “company” objects are 
only combined with the other “company” objects to generate a pair of objects; they will 
never be combined with other categories’ objects to form the object pair. Of course we 
can consider object pairs from different categories if that is wanted.  
There are total 3612 news documents in this news data set. Different news document 
contains different number of objects. We use the following figure to show the distribution 
of number of objects in files. (The first bar says that there are 659 objects in the first 500 
files, the second bar says that there are 1006 objects in the first 1000 files, etc.). 
 
Total Number of objects
2362 2380
1500
2000
2500
2
o
 o
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bj
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Figure 17. Size of news data set 
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(a) 
(b) 
Table 8. Objects distribution according to objects’ category 
(a) 
Count 
File City Company Country Geographic Industry 
500 41 174 66 55 83 
1000 49 318 83 60 124 
1500 57 437 99 60 130 
2000 62 594 118 60 139 
2500 68 718 130 62 155 
3000 74 828 136 62 159 
3500 78 971 142 80 205 
3612 78 982 142 80 205 
File 
count Organization Person Product State 
Total 
attributes 
500 67 139 2 32 659 
1000 110 220 2 40 1006 
1500 145 308 2 51 1289 
2000 198 385 2 57 1615 
2500 233 425 2 62 1855 
3000 251 460 2 62 2034 
3500 278 536 4 68 2362 
 
3612 281 540 4 68 2380 
 
File Count City Pair pany  Country Pair G aphic Pair dustry PairCom Pair eogr  In
500 861 15,225 2,211 1,540 3,486 
1000 50,721 3,486 1,830 7,750 1,225 
1500 95,703 4,950 1,830 8,515 1,653 
2000 176,71 7,021 1,830 9,730 1,953 5 
2500 258,12 8,515 1,953 12,090 2,346 1 
3000 2,775 343,206 9,316 1,953 12,720 
3500 3,081 471,906 10,153 3,240 21,115 
 
3612 3,081 482,653 10,153 3,240 21,115 
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Table 9. Tot ’ Category 
  
o e ta ry
ber of files. For examp e are 174 co objects in th
00 files
Table 10 shows the total number of t-pairs of eac ory for the 
orrespo umber or example, there are total 9, airs for 
500 files. The formula used to calculate the total number of pair is (n * (n+1)) / 2, where n means 
the total number of objects contained in eac tegory for the corresponding number of 
files which is shown in Table 9. 
lon c data se
original f of the colo r data set is as given in the figure below: 
File Coun g r  Pair tate Pt Or anization Pair Pe son Pair Product S air Total Pair 
500 2,278 9,730 3 3 35,337 
1000 6,105 24,310 3 820 96,250 
1500 10,585 47,586 3 1,326 172,151 
2000 19,701 74,305 3 1,653 292,911 
2500 27,261 90,525 3 1,953 402,767 
3000 31,626 106 3 1,953 509,582 ,030 
3500 38,781 143 10 2,346 694,548 ,916 
 
3612 39,621 146 10 2,346 708,289 ,070 
(b) 
al Number of Object-Pairs Di tribution according to Objectss
Table 9 sh ws the total numb r of objects con ined in each catego  for the 
corresponding num le, ther mpany e first 
5 . 
  objec h categ
c nding n of files. F 730 person p the first 
h ca
5.1.2 Co ancer t 
The ormat n cance
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Figure 18. Original colon cancer data set 
 
            In this original colon cancer data set, each column stands for a gene, and each row 
stands for a patient record; the value for each cell is the gene’s value for the patient. 
Similar to the case of association mining, the numeric values for the genes are not 
suitable for mining similar object pairs. Because of this reason, we have to do some 
preprocessing steps to transform this data set into a more suitable data form for our 
algorithm to work with.  
 In order to reduce the number of different gene values, we use binning technique 
to help us smooth the data. Binning measures smooth a sorted data value by consulting its 
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“neighborhood,” that is, the values around it. The sorted values are distributed into a 
number of “buckets,” or bins. There are several ways to do the binning; here we use 
“smoothing by bin boundaries” to smooth the data. The minimum and maximum values 
in a given bin are identified as the bin boundaries. Each bin value is then replaced by the 
closest boundary value. For example, each column of the colon cancer data set represents 
all the gene values, we first sort these values to find the smallest value and the largest 
value for this gene. With these two values, we can create the bins. The way to make a bin 
is like this: 
(1) For each column (gene), use the largest value of this column – the smallest value of 
this column and save the result into a temporary variable temp1; 
(2) Decide how many bins to create and save the result into a temporary variable temp2. 
(The number of the bins can be decided by the user, in this thesis, we separate the gene 
values into four bins.) 
(3) Use temp2 value to to temp3; 
(4) Use the smallest value plus the temp3 value to generate the first bin whose value 
range is [the smallest value, the smallest value + temp3); 
(5) Then generate the rest of the bins by adding the temp3 value with the maximum bin 
boundary value of the previous bin. For example, the value range of the second bin 
should be [the smallest value + temp3, the smallest value + temp3 + temp3). 
We use the following graph to briefly show the above steps: 
 divide the temp1 value and save the result in
Sort 
Gene values 
8.5894163e+003 
9.1642537e+003 
 . 
 . 
 . 
3.8257050e+003 
6.2464487e+003 
3.2303287e+003 
2.5103250e+003 
Gene values 
2.5103250e+003 
3.2303287e+003 
3.8257050e+003 
6.2464487e+003 
 . 
 . 
 . 
8.5894163e+003 
9.1642537e+003 
 
Min Value: 
2.5103250e+003 
 
Max Value: 
9.1642537e+003 
 
       Generate four bins 
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ing 
d gene, the 
rom the maximum bin 
number from its previous gene + 1. So finally, the original colon cancer data set is 
transformed into the following format where still each row stands for a patient record, 
and each column stands a gene, but the cell value is now represented by the bin number: 
 
 
Figure 19. Binning steps 
 
 Once we have got the value range for each bin, we can put the values into 
different bins; and finally each value can be represented by its bin name.  Another th
to mention is that for the first gene, the bin numbers are 1-4, then for the secon
bin numbers are 5-8, for the third gene, its bin number starts f
 
Value range of 
Bin 1: 
2.5103250e+003 
4.1738072e+003 
| 
 
Bin 1 
 
Value range of 
Bin 2: 
4.1738072e+003 
| 
5.8372894e+003 
Bin 2 
 
Value range of 
Bin 3: 
5.8372894e+003 
| 
7.5007716e+003 
 
Bin 3 
 
Value range o
Bin 4: 
7.5007716e
Bin 4 
f 
+003 
| 
9.1642537e+003 
 
Figure 20. Transformed colon cancer data set 
 
 The whole colon cancer data set contains 62 rows and 200 selected columns. (The 
original dataset contains many more columns. The selection of genes uses the commonly 
used information gain method.) Since we have separated each column into four bins, we 
finally have 800 objects within 62 records. 
5.2 Comparing Sim3P with Ot
 
 
rd
 can 
 
algorithm can work as well as the other correlation measures. In section 5.2.2 we display 
her Measures 
 In this section, we display the experimental results to indicate the usefulness of
our behavior-based similarity measure.  As mentioned previously, our algorithm can find
those similar object pairs which share a lot of correlated 3  party objects. When using our 
algorithm to compare with the existing correlation methods, the advantage of our 
algorithm is that ours can find all the similar objects that these correlation measures
find, and in addition to that, ours can find those behavior-based similar-object pairs 
which do not co-occur quite often as well. In section 5.2.1, we show the evidence that our
47 
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the results of these similar object-pairs that can only be found by our behavior-based 
similarity measure. 
5.2.1 When other measure values are high, the Sim3P value is high 
 The results in this section show that, for top ranked pairs using other measures, 
the Sim3P measure is also high.  
Following are the top ten pairs ranked by cosine from the colon cancer data set: 
X Y Sim3P Cosine SuppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Corr(X,Y) 
{68} {72} 87.73% 83.33% 12 12 10 600 639 579 
{68} {456} 88.19% 83.33% 12 12 10 600 627 575 
{68} {704} 87.73% 83.33% 12 12 10 600 624 572 
{92} {104} 88.40% 82.50% 8 9 7 631 620 587 
{70} {633} 94.75% 654 632 81.46% 31 28 24 645 
{92} {100} 85.92% 544 543 80.18% 8 7 6 631 
{ } {340 12} 75.66% 80.18% 7 8 6 549 519 460 
{40} 
{
556, 76.17% 80.18% 7 8 6 549 508 457 
380, 
648} 
{40} {800} 74.84% 80.18% 7 8 6 549 514 455 
{92} {100} 85.92% 80.18% 8 7 6 631 544 543 
 
Table 10. Top 10 cosine pa
 
irs for colon cancer data set 
ata set: 
X rr(X,Y) 
Following are the top ten pairs ranked by all-confidence from the colon cancer d
 Y Sim3P AllConf SuppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Co
{68} {72} 87.73% 83.33% 12 12 10 600 639 579 
{6 5 8} {456} 88.19% 83.33% 12 12 10 600 627 57
{68} {704} 87.73% 83.33% 12 12 10 600 624 572 
{9  2} {104} 88.40% 77.78% 8 9 7 631 620 587
{70} {633} 94.75% 77.42% 31 28 24 645 654 632 
{9 543 2} {100} 85.92% 75.00% 8 7 6 631 544 
{94} 674 {558} 88.92% 75.00% 25 28 21 701 731 
{50} {429} 87.41% 75.00% 31 32 24 682 613 604 
{70} 603 {501} 89.20% 75.00% 31 32 24 645 634 
{9 534 2} {132} 80.54% 75.00% 8 8 6 631 566 
 
Table 11. Top 10 all-confidence pairs for colon cancer data set 
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X Coherence SuppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Corr(X,Y) 
Following are the top ten pairs ranked by coherence from the colon cancer data set: 
 Y Sim3P 
{68} {72} 87.73% 71.43% 12 12 10 600 639 579 
{68} {456} 88.19% 71.43% 12 12 10 600 627 575 
{68 624 572 } {704} 87.73% 71.43% 12 12 10 600 
{92} {104} 88.40% 70.00% 8 9 7 631 620 587 
{70  {633 2 } } 94.75% 68.57% 31 28 24 645 654 63
{40} {312 0 } 75.66% 66.67% 7 8 6 549 519 46
{40 7 8 6 549 508 457 } 
{380, 
556, 76.17% 66.67% 
648} 
{40 455 } {800} 74.84% 66.67% 7 8 6 549 514 
{92} {100} 85.92% 66.67% 8 7 6 631 544 543 
{82 {98 85. 6} } 37% 5.71% 26 32 23 668 700 630 
 
Table 12. 0 coh ence p  for co  cance ata se
 
lo are p te  rank by cosine from the news data set: 
X m3P Cosine Supp  SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Corr( ,Y) 
 Top 1 er airs lon r d t 
 
Fol wing  the to n pairs ed 
Y Si X X
cou
NORTH
ntry.
RIC
y. 
UNITED STATES 27% 97.83% 2231 2155 2145 
 
 
AME A 
countr 98. 3731 3712 3689 
countr BAHRAIN countr ATAR 00% 20 20 19 y. y.Q 100. 95% 42 42 42 
industry
NAICS511210 
SOFTWARE 
PUBLISHERS 
y. 
SIC7372 
PRE
SO
1416 1252 
. Industr
PACKAGED 
FTWARE 
86.70% 94.94% 415 445 408 1280 
company. 
HOME DEPOT Company. PEPSICO INC 88.50% 92.41% 31 34 30 113 100 100 INC 
company. Company. COCA-COLA 
BOTTLING CO 
CONSOLIDATE
COCA-COLA 
H
71.34% 89.29% 28 28 25 117 152 112 
D BC SA 
industry. ind   88. 18 16  190 180 ustry.9500 68.70% 39% 15 252 
country.GUL
ATES 
c
UNIT B 
EM  
 86. 40 32  6 5F ST
ountry. 
ED ARA
IRATES
55.77% 65% 31 96 6 8 
company. 
COLA
Co
HOM T  85. 40 31  113 101 COCA-  CO 
mpany. 
E DEPO
INC 
65.58% 19% 30 142 
c .BAHR coun N  83.32% 20 26 9 67 41 ountry AIN try.OMA 60.29% 1 42 
country.OMAN countr 83.32% 26 20 42 41 y.QATAR 60.29% 19 67 
 
Table 13. Top 10 cosine pairs for news data set 
 
all-confidence from the news data set: Following are the top ten pairs ranked by 
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Corr(X,Y) X Y Sim3P AllConf SuppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) 
country. 
 A RICA
country. 
NI
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Table 14. Top 10 all-confidence pairs for news data set 
 
ing ar pa k C nc m ews  set:
C nce ppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Cor Y) 
Follow e t en he top t irs ran ed by ohere e fro the n  data  
X Y Sim3P ohere Su r(X,
country. 
NORTH 
AMERICA 
country. 
UNITED 
STATES 
98.27% 95.7162 31 55 45 1  22 21 21 373 3712 3689 
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SOFTWARE 
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company.
COCA-COLA 
HBC SA 
71.34% 80.6451 117 15 112 
industry. 18 16 15 2  industry.9500 68.70% 78.94737 25 190 180 
country. c .  6 40 32 31  GULF STATES 
ountry
UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES 
55.77% 75.6097 96 66 58 
company. 
COCA-COLA CO HOME DEPOT INC 
65.58% 73.17073 40 31 30 142 113 101 
company. 
country.BAHRAIN country.OMAN 60.29% 70.37037 20 26 19 42 67 41 
country.OMAN country.Q 42 41 ATAR 60.29% 70.37037 26 20 19 67 
 
Table 15. Top 10 coherence pairs for news data set 
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 From the ab e figure le ab , n t r
re al e sam s got from rrelation measures.  
 Sim t i hi er su alue
e resul  section show that, there are pairs of objects with high Sim3P 
ey h  values for other measures. Following are the different results 
between Sim3P and cosine m  f e c n can r data set:   
Y osine SuppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Corr(X,Y) 
ov s (Tab  11- T le 16)  we ca  see tha  the results got f om 
our method a most th e as the result  the other co
5.2.2 High 3P does no mply gh oth  mea re v s 
 Th
v ut th
ts in this
alues b ave low
easure rom th olo ce
X Sim3P C
{91} {754} 00% 15 24 0 739 8 0.3.38% 695 652 
{94} {95} 00% 25 12 0 701 82.25% 0. 695 630 
{91} {378} 00% 22 0 7  632 81.03% 0. 15 39 673
{91} {767} 00% 15 14 0 739 80.03% 0. 676 629 
{63} {166} 0 6  622 79.95% 0.00% 16 28 90 710
{47} {625} 79.01% 0.00% 16 24 0 708 708 625 
{51} {634} 604 78.65% 0.00% 16 18 0 726 646 
{83} {90} 78.61% 0.00% 9 23 0 646 690 588 
{63} {506} 78.49% 0.00% 16 16 0 690 679 602 
{84} {365} 78.35% 0.00% 15 22 0 716 693 619 
 
Table 16. Different results between Sim3P and cosine from the colon
ifferent results between Sim3P and all-confidence measure 
olon ta set:   
Y SuppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Corr(X,Y) 
 cancer data set 
  
Following are the d
from the c  cancer da
X Sim3P AllConf 
{43} {530} 0.00% 13 20 0 695 727 638 81.38% 
{14} {599} 0.0 2 12  73 634 81.07% 0% 6 0 743 6
{7} {538} 0.00% 14 24 0 689 720 625 79.72% 
{11} {107} 0.0 1 18  33 623 79.26% 0% 2 0 676 7
{57} {58} 0 1 27  733 615 79.25% 0. 0% 6 0 658
{43} {593} 0.00% 13 30 0 695 697 614 78.92% 
{43} {99} 0.00% 13 15 703 614 78.32% 0 695 
{75} {418} 0.00% 10 34 741 619 78.26% 0 669 
{7} {10} 0.00% 1 20  668 595 78.08% 4 0 689
{26} {739} 0 3 12  639 619 77.96% 0. 0% 1 0 774
Table 17. Different results between Sim3P and all-confidence from the colon cancer 
 
data set 
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X Y Sim3P Coherence SuppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Corr(X,Y) 
Following are the different results between Sim3P and coherence measure from 
the colon cancer data set:   
{11} {706} 77.88% 0.00% 12 18 0 676 699 602 
{80} {83} 77.79% 0.00% 17 9 0 739 646 606 
{ 191} 77.79% 0.00% 18 16 0 691 710 613 86} {
{10} {47} 77.78% 0.00% 20 16 0 668 708 602 
{55} {682} 77.71% 0.00% 15 18 0 676 687 596 
{11} {694} 77.63% 0.00% 12 32 0 676 690 597 
{95} {741} 77.58% 0.00% 12 30 0 695 699 609 
{30} {646} 77.42% 0.00% 28 16 0 741 650 607 
{7} {542} 77.42% 0.00% 14 18 0 689 670 593 
{22} {499} 77.24% 0.00% 23 14 0 708 694 611 
 
le if  r  bet en Sim P and coherence from the colon cancer 
data set 
 
 F in he rent ults b een S 3P and ine m re from  
ne ata    
X 3P ine X SuppY Su  Co ) Corr(Y) Corr(X,Y) 
Tab  18. D ferent esults we 3
ollow g are t  diffe  res etw im  cos easu  the
ws d  set:
 Y Sim Cos Supp ppXY rr(X
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FAI
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29.81% 0 10 15 0 74 61 
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c
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EUROPEAN 26.67% 0 10 15 0 72 61 28 
ompany. company. 
UNION 
city.L N, 
ENG  AN A, 3% 107 94 585 513 224 
ONDO
LAND
city. 
 JOSE, CS
USA 
25.6 0 0 
country A unt AND 1% 142 139 7 702 294 .CHIN co ry.ENGL  25.6 0 0 40  
com
EUROPE ION AL RKS 0% 16 61 114 35 
pany. 
AN UN  
company. 
NETWORE  25.0
INC 
0 15 0 
com
CREDIT  
FIRST N LA D 
14 11 69 43 22 
pany. 
 SUISSE
BOSTO
company. 
ZARD LT 24.44% 0 0 
com
TIME WAR ER 
ENTERT ENT
C
WA ON 
P  
3% 14 114 77 36 
pany. 
N
AINM  
O LP 
company. 
SHINGT
OST CO
23.2 0 26 0 
 
Table 19. Different results between Sim3P and cosine from the news data set 
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X 3P onf X Su orr r(Y Y) 
Following are the different results between Si3P and all-confidence measure from
the news data set:   
Y Sim  All-c  Supp SuppY ppXY C (X) Cor ) Corr(X,
compan
T
C 
any. 
IN IONAL
ESS 
MACHINES CO
49% 0 65  0 378 330 
y. 
APPLE
COMPU
  
ER 
IN
comp
TERNAT
BUSIN
 22.
RP 
65 130 
c CH
try. 
EAN 
ON 
14% 0  0 740 468 ountry. INA 
coun
EUROP
UNI
22. 142 147 219 
compan
LAZARD 
any. 
NER 
E INME
LP 
71% 0  0 43 114 y. LTD 
comp
TIME WAR
NTERTA NT 21.
CO 
11 26 28 
person.
DI R
on. 
RD D
ONS 
62% 0  0 81 144  CK PA SONS 
pers
RICHA  21.
PARS
11 39 40 
person. 
L
M
person. C AYTON 
ORAN DICK PARSONS 
21.05% 0 12 11 0 57 81 24 
co
CREDIT SUISSE 
FIRST BOSTON 
company. 
PALM INC 21.01% 0 14 0 69 75 25 
mpany. 
14 
co . 
C 
company. 
WASHINGTON 20.83% 0 20 14 0 68 77 2mpanyVIACOM IN POST CO 
5 
country. ECANADA 
country. 
UROPEAN 
UNION 
20.77% 0 104 147 0 596 468 183 
country. 
IA 
country.  5 1AUSTRAL CANADA 20.69% 0 49 104 0 413 96 73 
country. 
CHINA 
country. 
MIDDLE EAST 20.64% 0 42  740 470 207 1 89 0 
 
Table 20. D lts ence from the news a set 
ollow e di  re lts be een our algorithm and co ence m sure 
ws  
C rence ppX ppY XY C ) Corr(Y) Corr(  
ifferent resu  between Sim3P and all-confid  dat
  
F ing are th fferent su tw her ea
from the ne  data set:  
X Y Sim3P ohe Su Su Supp orr(X X,Y)
country. 
IRELAND 
c . 0 28 01 0 419 131 ountrySOUTH KOREA 20.50% 1 351 
company. 
ONLINE INC 
company. 
TIME WARNER 
TAINENTER MENT 0 18 26 0  114 41 
CO LP 
20.50% 127
city. 
CHICAGO, IL, 
USA 
city. 
LONDON, 
ENGLAND 
20.49% 0 35 107 0 350 585 159 
company. 
CISCO SYSTEMS 
INC 
company. 
HEWLETT-
PACKARD CO 
0 20 71 0 353 99 20.45% 230 
co
RN
mpany. 
INTE AT
BUSIN
MACHINES CORP 
134 IONAL ESS 
company. 
YAHOO INC 20.21% 0 65 142 0 330 467 
coun .FRANCE country.JAPAN 20.12% 0 28 150 0 264 715 164 try
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X X,Y) Y Sim3P Coherence SuppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Corr(
country. 
MID
country. 
N ASIA 20.09% 0 89 95 0 470 373 141 DLE EAST NORTHER
coun y. NORTHERN ASIA 20.07% 0 28 95 0 351 373 121 try.IRELAND 
countr
country.GE ANY countr . SOUTH 2   RM
y
 KOREA 0.05% 0 48 101 0 527 419 158 
co
LA
c
2  0 3 7 mpany. ZARD LTD 
ompany. 
WASHINGTON 
POST CO 
0.00% 0 11 14 4 7 20 
 
Table 21. Different results between Sim3P and coherence from the news data set 
m le 22, we can see that even if two objects do not co-occur at 
hole hey ill be similar if they share a lot of correlated 3rd pa
 by r me e c  see t from he ab e resu , ther e pair
con  to issi ilar by the correlation measures, but they are 
ilar by analyzing their shared correlated 3rd o ts. F  exam , for e pai
, its co ue is d it im3P alue 3.38% the in ase i .38%
X Y Sim3P Cosine SuppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Corr(X,Y) 
 Fro  Table 17- Tab
all in the w  data set, t  can st rty 
objects. 
Also  using ou thod, w an tha  t ov lts e ar s 
which are sidered to be tally d m
very sim bjec or ple  gen r 
{91, 754} sine val  0% an s S  v  is 8 ; cre s 83 .  
{91} {754} 83.38% 0.00% 15 24 0 739 695 652 
 
 
38%.  
Y Sim3P All-co u p pp Co C
For gene pair {43, 530}, its all-confidence value is 0% and its Sim3P value is 
81.38%; the increase is 81.
X nf S ppX Sup Y Su XY rr(X) orr(Y) Corr(X,Y) 
{43} {530} 00 13 20 0 695 8 8 0.1.38% % 727 63
 
77.88%; 
e is 
ere X SuppY Supp  Corr X) Corr(Y) (X,Y) 
 For gene pair {11, 706}, its coherence value is 0% and its Sim3P value is 
the increas 77.88%.  
X Y Sim3P Coh nce Supp  XY ( Corr
{11} {706} 77.88% 0.00% 12 18 0 676 699 602 
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 For the new data set u if e n   o
iously, we still can f bject pairs whose corr tion 
re im lues are significantly increased. 
 
iency testing results 
 
Tab
m3P Cosine SuppX SuppY SuppXY Corr(X) Corr(Y) Corr(X,Y) 
s , altho gh the d ferenc betwee  Sim3P and the ther 
correlation measures are not so obv ind o ela
measures a  0, but their S 3P va
5.3 Effic
Our experiments were performed on a 1.6GHz Genuine Intel (R) CPU T2050 PC 
with 512MB of memory, running Windows XP. The algorithms were coded in java.  
The table below shows the total number of attributes after 3P-Identical optimization for 
the news data set: 
 
le 22. Objects distribution according to objects’ category after optimization 
X Y Si
organization. 
FAIR TRADE  
COMMIS
organization. 
FEDERAL 34.62% 0 12 19 0 70 70 36 
SION TRADE COMMISSION 
city. L 
city.SEOUL, 
66 SEOU SOUTH 
KOREA 
33.50% 0 31 11 0 138 125 
File 
co C C  geographi industr organ  person pro state unt ity company ountry c y ization duct 
500 41 129 61 24 40 55 100 2 28 
1000 49 226 80 30 60 96 167 2 36 
1 00 47 5 57 319 95 30 70 127 235 2 
2000 62 428 111 30 75 169 287 2 54 
2 34 84 201 321 2 59 500 68 522 119 
3000 74 596 126 34 87 217 349 2 59 
35 7  1  00 8 690 133 51 22 244 406 3 66
3 12612 78 697 133 51 2 247 410 3 66 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
ble  Tota mber bject-p s distribution according to objects’ category 
after optimization 
 
File Count ustry Pair City Pair Company Pair Country Pair Geographic Pair Ind
500 861 8,385 1,891 300 820 
1000 1,225 25,651 3,240 465 1,830 
1 5 2,485 500 1,653 51,040 4,560 46
2000 1,953 91,806 6,216 465 2,850 
2 0 2 6 6, 7, 5 3,50 ,34 13 503 140 95 570 
30 0 177, 8,00 59 3,0 2,775 906 1 5 828 
3500 3,081 238,3 8,91 1,32 7,5095 1 6 3 
3612 3,081 243,253 8,911 1,326 7,503 
File Count Pair Person Pair Product Pair State Pair Total Pair 
Organization 
50 1,540 5,050 3 406 19,250 6 
1 ,764 000 4,656 14,028 3 666 51
1 ,192 500 8,128 27,730 3 1,128 97
2 471 000 14,365 41,328 3 1,485 160,
2 09 500 20,301 51,681 3 1,770 223,9
3000 23,653 61,075 3 1,770 279,606 
3  82,621 6 2,211 373,944 500 29,890
3612 30,628 84,255 6 2,211 381,174 
Ta  23. l nu  of o air
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1583
1650
3
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1708
1222
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0
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1500
2000
2500
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3500
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ber of files
E
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n 
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018
20
e 
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ec
)
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77
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e 21.  The ng execution ime for news data set 
 
For the colon cancer data set, table below shows the running results: 
 
 
Table 24.  The running results for colon cancer data set 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
me (Sec) 
Figur  runni  t
 Attribute No Pairs Running Ti
Non-optimize 800 320,400 753 
3P-Identical optimize 740 274,170 613 
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6. Conclusions and future work 
 In this thesis, we introduced a new, behavior-based similarity to measure 
similarity between objects. We gave methods to find the correlated 3rd party object set for 
an object, and methods to find the shared 3rd correlated party objects for an object-pair. 
We provided the pruning strategy of removing the 3P-identical objects to reduce the total 
number of object pairs. We used experiments and examples to demonstrate the usefulness 
of our similarity measure over the other correlation measures. 
There are other many interesting issues for further work. For example, in this 
thesis, we only evaluated the Sim3P value for pairs of objects. It will be interesting if we 
can evaluate the Sim3P value for multiple objects (not just pairs). Another interesting 
future work is that here we only use the total number of correlated 3rd party objects to 
evaluate the Sim3P; as we have said, the more shared correlated 3rd party objects there 
re, the more sim e total 
umber of shared correlated 3  party objects for a pair of object X and Y, we can also 
consider how (strong) each shared correlated 3rd party object is related to X and to Y. 
Finall re work is to find ter way to reduce number of objec
pa r 3P computation efficiency.   
a ilar two objects are to each other. In addition to considering th
rdn
y, another futu  a bet  the total t 
irs that must be examined in orde to improve the Sim
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